
7 tips to support your child’s mental 

health during the holidays 

3. Keep routine 

Predictability is key!  Try to keep sleeping and 
eating schedules close to the schedules your 
children keep while in school.  

1. Reduce Stress 

The best way to prevent stress in your children 
is to manage your own stress.  
 
If you are stress free (or at least managing 
stress well) you will set a base of calm.  

2. Give your children tools to 
work through stress/anxiety: 
Focus on calm breathing or meditation, jour-
naling, allowing them to spend time alone, get-
ting outdoors into fresh air, taking a warm 
shower or bath.  

7. Prepare for Family and Friends 

Holiday gatherings are supposed to bring joy and togetherness. For children, a room full of adults 
with prodding questions can be overwhelming and anxiety inducing. Prepare your child for the 
event to come by giving them an idea of who will be at the gathering and what the event will look 
like. Remind them that people are excited to learn about what they have been up to since they 
were seen last. Help them to prepare and practice answers to common questions. 
 

4. Rest! 

Be sure your children get 8-10 hours of sleep 
each night. Also plan for relaxing activities that 
allow for recharging such as a movie night or 
family yoga class.  

5. Make a New Year’s  

Resolution 
Talk with your children about their wishes and 
goals for the coming year.  Encourage a resolu-
tion that supports mental health.  Some exam-
ples include; start a daily gratitude journal, 
weekly meditation or yoga, plenty of sleep, 

6.  Have Fun! 

It is so easy to get wrapped up in the hustle 
and bustle of the holiday season and miss out 
on fun activities. Take time to do something 
that you all want to do and don’t feel like you 
have to do. Laugh and be silly!  

FamilyMeans school-based therapists are available to 

help your child through whatever challenge they are fac-

ing. Parent & family services also available. 
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